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SmartSafe – Buckle up!
SmartSafe is the new and revolutionary seat belt system from systec fitting onto
almost any available shopping cart. SmartSafe provides more safety for children and a
relaxed shopping experience for parents. SmartSafe effectively supports a child-friendly
environment in stores, and this is what parents appreciate – safety for their children.
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* SmartSafe meets ASTM F2372-04 for shopping carts.
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The Number 1 Choice for Cart Management
Founded in 1974, systec developed the first patented coin lock for
shopping carts in 1981. Since that date, systec has become the global
and technology leader in this field. systec‘s products now range from
coin deposit locks and antistatic handlebar systems, cart advertising
systems to child safety and containment systems for shopping carts.
systec is the supplier of all leading shopping cart manufacturers and
exports its products to more than 50 countries.
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